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OXFORD LOCAL EXAMINATIONS
General Certificate of Educatlon

Summer Examination, 1964
Advanced Level

PURE AND APPLIED MATIIEMATICS, PAPER,

I

Tuesday, 16 Juno. Timo allowed: 3 hours
Write thc, number of the paper, A 50/I, on the teft at the head,
of each sheet of gour ansiers in the qtace proaid,eil'.
1ompi,ete orlswers to, a fern questions rece'i,ae more creil,'it than
whol'e paper. A pass mny be obtai,ned,
fout quest'i,ons.
to
about
gooil,
crnswers
on

sirol,py attempts at the

Mathemat'i,cal' tabl,es and, squared, pd,per are prouid,eil,.

1. Expand (l-yr1-t by the binomial expansion, giving the
first three terms and the general term.
Prove that

vs:

|{r-} **"i(.*)'-.

and deduce that {5 lies between 2'2369

2. Prove that for real values

of

r

},

and. 2'2361.

the value of the function

- 11l--cannot be greater than 2 or less than - l, and find
2rzl4r*3
the values of r for which it takeis the values 2 and -1.
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Turn over.

3. (o) Express

(tfrr){1f (r-L)n}
in partial fractions and find the sum of the first z terms of the
series of which this is the

rth term.

(b) The value of a certain physical quantity is given by
the expression 4.3- ,'U"-tzlsl,where f is the time from a certain
instant. Given that logroe :0.4343, use the tables provided
to calculate the value of , when this expression is equal to 3'5.

4. Solve the following equations, giving,
general solution:

in each

case, the

(a) 3gosO-sin0: l,
(b) 2 cos20-sin 0 cos 0-sin20 : l.
5. The length of the perpendicular from
triangle ABC bo BC
is ,8. Prove that

is

cos

t'he vertex .4 of
p and the circumradius of the triangle

(B-C) :

%-cos.4.

Given p, R atd /, show how to calculate -B and C, and
show that, if,E: 2p and A: 60", then C : I5o or 105o.

6. The angle of elevation of a peak from an observation

post -4., south-west of it, is 70" 32' . Its angle of elevation from
a, second post B, due south of it, is 47" 2L'. The post B is
1500 ft. above A ar.d its bearing from A is 112$" (i.e.22$"

south of east). X'ind, to the nearest 10 ft., the height of the
peak above ,4.

7. The horizontal base ABC of a triangular pyramid
VABC is an equilateral triangle of side 2 in. The edges VA,
YB and VC are each p in. in length. P and Q are the midpoints of VB andVC. The pyramid is cut by a vertical plane
through PQ. Draw, to a suitable scale, the cross-section of the
pyramid by this plane'and calculate the lengths of its sides.
8. X'ind"the conditionthatthe two lines U : ffirn, A : rmzr
shall be at right angles.
Two lines through the origin, O, $ake a,ngles, measured
in the saine sense, of a" and 90o-qo with the positive direction
of the r-axis. They meet the line & : ct, at the points P and Q.
The line through P at rigbt angles to OP meets the line
through Q at right angles to OQ at the point -8. Find the locus
of the point E a,s s varies.
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9. Prove tLat the fine y : mrlr,f (azmzabz| touchos the
frz uz 1, and find the coordinates of its point of
ellipse :=+i.
contact.

'Firrd th" equation of that. common tangent to the
I whose points of contact,
I and *+'Jellipses *+*'
tt-

u-

bz

a2

lI ar;ld. T' ,lie in the first quadrant . It O is the oi{gin and P is

the point of intersection of these ellipses in the first quadrant
and if OP meets the common tangent TT' at Q, prove that

OP.OQ

:

ab.

10. Prove that the equation of the normal to the parabola
: 4aa at the poirtt, (atz,Zut) is A *tr:Zat*at,.
If P and Q are the extremities of a clord of the parabola
yz - 4ctfr through its focus, prove that the normals at P and Q
intersect on the parabola yz : a(r-\a)'
yz
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